Lesson 2A

GRAMMAR | future probability
VOCABULARY | science and technology; word families
PRONUNCIATION | connected speech: future probability

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

science and technology

future probability

1

3A

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.
analyse findings predicted remotely
researchers smart tech industry virtual reality
1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

technology didn’t exist when my parents
were younger – they couldn’t even access the
internet on their phones!
Could you help me
the results of the
experiment? It’ll take me ages to review them on
my own.
In my role, I can work
, so I don’t need to
go into the oﬃce every day.
As
, the tests were highly successful.
Don’t forget to include the
of the study
in your report.
have discovered that VR can provide
many of the same benefits as real-world
experiences.
My mum works in the
as a soft ware
engineer. I hope to follow in her footsteps.
I’ve been practising golf using
. It’s
almost as good as being on the course.

1 Paulo says he deﬁnitely won’t / will deﬁnitely /
won’t deﬁnitely stop trying to get into his firstchoice university.
2 Lisa thinks it’s likely / certain / unlikely she’ll win
the photography competition because there were
so many great entries.
3 It’s won’t / certain to / due to rain the minute I
get out of the car because I haven’t brought my
umbrella!
4 Hurry up! Bryony’s train is won’t / likely to / due to
arrive any minute now.
5 Pasha says he may not / deﬁnitely will / won’t be
able to come tonight, but he’ll do his best.
6 They said I could / will / might work remotely, but I
didn’t want to. I prefer going into the oﬃce.
B Complete the second sentence so that it means the
same as the ﬁrst, using the correct form of the words
in brackets.
1 I don’t think this experiment is going to work.
This experiment
(likely) work.
2 Paula says she’s about to start a new project
involving VR.
Paula says she
(going) start a new a
project involving VR.
3 I don’t think attending a gig virtually is something
I’ll ever do – I’d rather be there in person.
I don’t think
(ever) a gig virtually – I’d much
rather be there in person.
4 I’m sure VR will be used in school classrooms
eventually.
VR
(certain) be used in school classrooms
eventually.
5 You’re handing in your report today, aren’t you?
You’re
(due) your report today, aren’t you?
6 I’ve thought about finding a job in the tech industry,
but I haven’t decided yet.
I
(might) a job in the tech industry, but I
haven’t decided yet.

word families

2

Choose the correct word to complete the
sentences.
1 The outcome of the board meeting was entirely
. I knew I’d be forced to resign.
a remote
b predictable
c scientific
2 Have you completed the chemical
yet?
We’ll need the results of it fairly soon.
a analysis
b science
c prediction
3 I’m planning to do some
into VR in my
postgraduate degree.
a analysis
b predictions
c research
4 If you want to be a data scientist, you need a highly
mind.
a analytical
b virtual
c predictable
5 There is absolutely no
evidence to back
up your claim.
a remote
b virtual
c scientific
6 It’s incredible that vehicles on the Moon can be
controlled
, don’t you think?
a scientifically b remotely
c virtually

Choose the correct word or phrase to complete the
sentences.

PRONUNCIATION
4 A 2.01 | connected speech: future probability |
Listen and complete the sentences.

1
2
3
4
5
6
B

VR is
Robert’s
Are you
You’re
Joseph
VR is

come down in price eventually.
start his new job on Monday.
bring your headset with you?
catch anything out in the open.
study law at university.
be in every household by 2030.

2.01 | Listen again and repeat.
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2A
READING
5 A Read the article and choose the main topic
(a or b) of each paragraph (1–6).

Paragraph 1
a checking how experiments have gone
b making necessary changes to experiments
Paragraph 2
a ensuring things are being done properly
b carrying out daily tasks and duties
Paragraph 3
a discussing work with seniors
b writing up
Paragraph 4
a motivating other people
b teaching in a lab
Paragraph 5
a gaining inspiration for work
b chatting to others in the field
Paragraph 6
a offering students useful advice
b providing assistance to students
B Read the article again. Are the statements True
(T) or False (F)?
1 Students are given regular support on the
experiments they’re doing.
2 Daniela refuses to do certain tasks outside of
the lab.
3 Daniela does not especially enjoy one
important part of her job.
4 Daniela says she is sometimes jealous of her
students’ ability to come up with ideas.
5 Daniela usually finds her conference talks
go well.
6 Daniela thinks students should not work too
hard in the lab.

A day in the life …
research scientist Dr Daniela Brown
8.45 a.m.
Based at a university, I supervise research students as they
carry out experiments in the lab. It’s my role to keep them
– the students and the experiments! – on track, so the first
thing I do when I arrive is to take a look at the results of any
experiments that were running overnight. If an experiment
didn’t go as predicted, I might adapt it and get the students to
repeat it in a slightly different way.

1

9.30–10.30 a.m.
After this, I head to my office to go through my emails. That
can take some time! I could do it remotely, but when I go
home in the evening, I prefer to switch off. My job can be
pretty stressful and I think it’s important to have some downtime. While I’m in my office, I might also do a bit of reading.
I’ll maybe look through scientific journals or reference books.
I also like to make sure I’m doing all the technical stuff for
the experiments right, so I’ll double-check on techniques and
report back to the students if need be.

2

10.35 a.m.–1.00 p.m.
Then I’ll grab a coffee and settle down to analyse the results
of previous days’ experiments, and I might spend some time
reporting on my findings, too. Getting papers published for
others to read is an essential part of any research job, though
I prefer practical work, so writing up can seem a bit like
hard work! Thankfully, I have my own supervisor who I can
approach with any questions or ask for help if I get stuck. It’s
important for any researcher to be able to discuss ideas with
other experts.

3

13.45–4.30 p.m.
After lunch, I’ll spend some time in the lab with the students.
They will have questions of their own, though I can’t always
answer them! In science, there’s always trial and error, but
I encourage them to find solutions and new ways of doing
things. I don’t pretend to know it all because I certainly don’t.
What always amazes me is that someone will always come
up with a way of doing something that I’ve never even
thought about.

4

9.00 a.m.–5.00 p.m. (on occasion)
Occasionally, my day will involve attending a scientific
conference instead. I haven’t presented at one yet, but it’s
fascinating to see what else is going on out there in the
scientific community, and it often informs what I might decide
to work on next.

5

6.00 p.m.
Before my working day ends, I will go back to the lab after a
bit more time in my office to see how the research students
have got on during the day and to answer their questions. I’ll
also help out with setting up any experiments that will run
overnight. I’ll remind students not to work too late and to get
some much-needed rest before I log off and head out of the
lab myself.

6
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Lesson 2B

GRAMMAR | quantifiers
VOCABULARY | nature
PRONUNCIATION | connected speech: quantifiers

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

nature

quantiﬁers

1 A Match the sentence beginnings (1–6) with the endings

2A

(a–f) to make sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Look at the way the sunlight is
I love deserted beaches like this –
The coastline stretches for 3,000 km
This entire area is
You can cycle down this track
I just sat on the river bank,

a
b
c
d
e
f

from one end of the country to another.
creating a beautiful pattern on the ground.
known for its amazing scenery.
watching the boats go by.
all the way into the city.
no one around for miles and miles.

Choose the correct word or phrase to complete the
sentences.
1 I suspect there are few / a little / a few rooftop
gardens in this area because the houses don’t have
ﬂat roofs.
2 No / None / Not any wildﬂowers should be taken
from these woods as it will have a negative effect
on the ecosystem.
3 Only a little / majority / minority of residents are
in favour of the plans to change the shared lawn
into a vegetable plot.
4 There’s a minority / a little / little countryside left
in the region – it’s almost all been built on.
5 I found a handful of / a lack of / plenty of new
cycling routes round here – not many, but it might
be interesting to see where they go.
6 I know a little / a few / few people who really enjoy
gardening, but it’s not really my thing.

B Complete the text with nature words or phrases.

B Read the sentences and correct the quantiﬁers in bold.
1 There are only a little of vegan restaurants in the
city where I live.
2 Few of my friends live in the countryside, but most
live in urban areas.
3 No time I go to the beach I come back feeling
refreshed and relaxed. It’s awesome.
4 There are a handful of parks in my town at all, so
we have to play football at the sports centre.
5 There’s a definite little of green spaces in my local
neighbourhood.
6 I see very a little wildlife in my garden because I live
in the city.
7 I spend a good majority of time walking in the
forest near my house.
8 There are no open spaces in my city, but the ones
we do have are pleasant.

WILLOWS WELL-BEING RETREAT
Location
Surrounded by 1
the only thing interrupting
the peace at the Willows Well-being Retreat is the sound
of birdsong and leaves moving on the trees. Or if you find
yourself standing on the 2
, the gentle sound of
water rushing by.

PRONUNCIATION
3 A 2.02 | connected speech: quantiﬁers | Draw a

Facilities
• World-class dining

line
between any words that link together in the
phrases in bold. Then listen and check.

• Freshwater swimming pool
• Large 3

amongst the trees for yoga classes.

1 There’s a lack of attractive green spaces in my
town.
2 Only a handful of people I know live in the
countryside.
3 I spend a good deal of time outdoors.
4 Several of the beaches nearby are quite good.
5 Young people who like gardening are in a minority.

Activities
From forest bathing to hiking along ancient 4
through the landscape, there is a wide variety of well-being
activities to choose from during your stay. For those who
prefer being less active, simply sit and enjoy the beautiful
5
around you or bathe in the 6
shining warmly through the trees.

B

2.02 | Listen and repeat.

We look forward to welcoming you at Willows!

12
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2B
LISTENING
4A

2.03 | Listen to the introduction to a radio
programme. Choose the correct topic (a–c).
a The benefits of gardening as we get older
b How people of all ages enjoy gardening together
c Young people who enjoy gardening

B

2.04 | Listen again. Are the statements True (T) or
False (F)?
1 Speaker 1 started gardening because she wanted
to test a theory.
2 Speaker 1 is confident about why she had
benefitted from time in the garden.
3 Speaker 2 likes getting away from her living
accommodation for a while.
4 Speaker 2 quickly came to realise that gardening
could be interesting.
5 Speaker 2 understands that different tasks should
be done at different times of year.
6 Speaker 3 did not use to know exactly why seaside
landscapes were so beautiful.
7 Speaker 3 has little idea of what she is really doing
with the plants on her balcony.

D

a for-and-against essay

5 A Read the article and choose the main topic (a–c).
a The benefits of walking in the rain.
b Why people dislike walking in the rain.
c How to enjoy walking in the rain.

2.04 | Listen to the next part of the radio
programme and answer the questions.
Which speaker … ?
a says how pleased they are that they have learned
about plants?
b became interested in gardening because of a local
scheme?
c noticed a difference in their mood after doing some
gardening?
d Is excited about something that is going to happen
soon?
e became suddenly more aware of their
surroundings?
f mentions one reason that gardening may have a
particular benefit?

C

WRITING

2.05 | Listen to the ﬁnal speaker again and
write what you hear. You will hear the sentence only
once.

B Complete the article with although, despite, however
or while.

Wet weather walking
Cary Stuart | Thurs 12 Aug | 10.12 GMT

the fact that we’re repeatedly told to
spend more time in nature, few of us actually do.
2
it’s true that it's often raining and cold
in the UK, there are ways to making walking in wet
weather more appealing.
1

You may have heard the expression, ‘There’s no such
thing as bad weather – only bad clothing’.
3
it’s easy enough to buy wet weather gear,
it means making a bit more eﬀort to get out of the
house. 4
, if you take that extra step, you
might just ﬁnd it was worth it.
To avoid getting really wet on your walk, try taking
a route through woodland, where the trees provide
cover. 5
, remember that rain can still drip
through the branches, so don’t take oﬀ your raincoat
just yet!
The best way to enjoy a walk in the rain is to set oﬀ
with the right attitude. Then, 6
the fact
you’re getting a little wet, you can really start to
appreciate nature in all weathers.
C Correct the mistakes in the sentences.
1 Despite I love living in the city, I also like getting out
into the countryside from time to time.
2 My apartment has got a fantastic view. Although,
I’m starting to find it a little small.
3 Despite many people I know prefer renting, I’ve
decided to save up and buy a house.
4 However there can be a great sense of community
in villages, everyone knows your business, too!
5 Although the fact that public transport is so good
in the city, many people still insist on driving.
6 I think there are very few downsides to living in the
country. Despite, I’ll admit it can be boring at times.
D You are going to write a for-and-against essay about
whether spending time indoors or outdoors is better
for our well-being. Make notes in each column.
for

against

E Write your essay using your notes to help you. Write
100 –140 words.
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Lesson 2C

HOW TO … | speculate
VOCABULARY | lifestyle adjectives
PRONUNCIATION | stress to show certainty

VOCABULARY
lifestyle adjectives

1

Choose the correct word to complete the magazine
article.

An interview with …

How to …
speculate

2A
B

a storm chaser

2.06 | Match the sentence beginnings (1–8) with
the endings (a–h). Then listen again and check.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

In this week’s ‘Interview with a …’, Zen Magazine talked to
Micky Nguyen, who has the fascinating-sounding job of
storm chaser.
Zen Magazine (ZM): Being a storm chaser sounds like
a pretty 1harsh / unique job! I’ve never even heard of it.
Micky Nguyen (MN): You’re right! The work is far from
ordinary / modest, and I never expected to do this
for a living. More and more people are starting to do it,
though.

2.06 | Listen to three conversations between
friends. What do they speculate about?

a
b
c
d
e
f

easily get cut off though.
forget home so easily!
on how remote it is.
farmers will stay …
in no time!
anyone here in 100 years’
time!
g we’re going to meet ...
h wouldn’t feel so small.

I suppose it depends
I’d have thought it
I reckon you could
I bet we’ll settle in
I know for a fact that
There’s no way I’ll
I doubt there’ll be
I’d imagine the

2

ZM: So, tell us what it involves. Following storms
around … ?

PRONUNCIATION
2.07 | stress to show certainty | Listen and
3
underline the stressed word in each sentence.

1 There’s no way I’d ever consider travelling solo
round the world.
2 I know for a fact that I’d feel like I was in prison on a
tiny boat.
3 He’s obviously not happy where he is at the moment.
4 You’re clearly not someone who wants a
conventional lifestyle.
5 Tom’s bound to live a life of adventure – he can’t
keep still!

MN: Yeah, I have to get up close to storms so that I can
place sensors to record weather data. The conditions
can be 3rewarding / harsh, particularly in winter when
most storms occur.
ZM: Why is there a need for what you do?
MN: It helps weather forecasters be able to give better
storm warnings. It’s 4tedious / rewarding in that way
because I know I’m helping people.
ZM: You drive all over the country – isn’t that 5unique
/ exhausting?
MN: I do get tired, yes. And there are risks. I could get
struck by lightning! I never have, though. That sense of
danger is exciting but I’m very careful.

SPEAKING
4A

ZM: Well, it certainly doesn’t sound boring!

2.08 | Complete the conversation with one word in
each gap. Then listen and check.
Oli: I’d 1
Kwame’s feeling nervous about the
play tomorrow.

MN: Never! I used to work in an oﬃce and the work
was pretty 6tedious / rewarding. The days would
stretch on forever. The salary was better – I’m on
quite 7unique / modest pay now in comparison, but I
wouldn’t change a thing!

Cara: It’s the first night, right? I get the 2
feeling pretty confident, actually.

he’s

Oli: Oh, yeah?
Cara: Yes – I know for a 3
lines off by heart.

that he’s learned his

Oli: Well, I’d guess you have to, really. There’s no
4
I could be an actor.
Cara: Why not? I’m 100% 5
brilliant at it!
Oli: No, I’d be 6
B

that you’d be

to get stage fright!

2.09 | You are Cara in the conversation in
Ex 4A. Listen and speak after the beep. Record the
conversation if you can.

C Listen to your recording and compare it to Ex 4A.
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2C | 2D

Lesson 2D

VOCABULARY | extreme adjectives
READING | time travel

VOCABULARY
extreme adjectives

1

Choose the correct word to complete the
sentences.
1 Paris during the 1920s was home to the
astonishing / incredible / ﬁnest writers and artists
of the age.
2 Have you ever seen a van Gogh painting in real life?
They’re magniﬁcent / mighty / precious.
3 The ﬁnest / mighty / precious Amazon River winds
its way through the rainforest.
4 The museum contains valuable pieces of jewellery
which contain precious / ﬁnest / mighty stones.
5 Only the magniﬁcent / incredible / ﬁnest coffee
beans are used in this unique blend.
6 I can’t believe how fast you can run – it’s
astonishing / mighty / precious!

READING
2 A Skim the article quickly and answer the questions.
Do scientists think it is possible to:
1 travel forwards in time?
2 travel backwards in time?
B Complete the sentences with words from the article.
Write between one and three words.
1 The writer says that we do not find our own kind of
time travel
.
2 The writer suggests that un-doing
would
be a good reason to travel back in time.
3 The writer refers to a theory known as
,
which involves complex mathematics.
4 If we lived on the ISS for a long time, we wouldn’t
need to apply
.
5 Einstein’s
tell us that backwards time
travel is theoretically possible.
6 Unfortunately, the
make travelling back in
time impossible in reality.
7 Scientists are aware of
, although it is
impossible to see it.
8 Tunnels, known as
, could allow us to travel
enormous distances.
C Read the article again. What would make a good
concluding sentence?
a It looks as though time travel to the future is more
likely than to the past!
b For the moment, maths can only suggest that time
travel is possible – but watch this ‘space’!
c You never know, time travel could be a reality in the
very near future!

Is time travel actually
possible?
Soﬁa Valdez | 20th Oct | 12.02 GMT

You may have seen Doctor Who, Back to the Future
or read The Time Traveller’s Wife, but can you
imagine yourself jumping into the future or back
into the past? Is it even a possibility? Here’s what
the scientists say.
We all travel through time, second by second,
minute by minute, hour by hour. But there doesn’t
seem to be anything incredible about that (unless
you stop and think about it) because it’s our norm,
and, much as we might like to go backwards in
time, perhaps to correct our mistakes or experience
something fantastic again, we can only go
forwards. Scientists say we can travel faster if we
want to. But explaining that involves Einstein and
theories and physics and maths, and something
known as ‘space-time’. (It’s all a bit complicated.)
Astronauts are the nearest we have to actual time
travellers. They can be in space for several weeks
or months. When they’re on the International
Space Station (ISS), they’re moving faster than the
rest of us back on Earth. This actually creates a
situation where they’re going slower in time than
we are on Earth. (It’s true, trust us.) If they were
there for years, they’d age better than the rest of
us. So, perhaps space travel is better than face
creams and anti-aging diets!
But can we go back in time? Unfortunately, Earth’s
physics simply don’t allow it. But if we return to
Einstein for a minute, we know that some of his
mathematical calculations do indeed suggest
travelling back in time is possible. The problem
is that although Einstein might have theoretically
proven we can go back in time, in fact, all the other
laws of physics really do make it impossible.
This doesn’t stop scientists from trying, though!
We know that dark matter exists (parts of the
universe that we can’t see because they don’t
give off energy or light – as far as we know). And
in that dark matter, there might be ‘wormholes’
(theoretical tunnels through space and time). If
there are, we could travel from one area of space
to another – which could be billions of kilometres
away and in a different place in time.

15
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REVIEW

1–2

GRAMMAR
1

4

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.

What next?

1 How long have you learned / been learning
Japanese?
2 I’ve emailed / been emailing her three times today.
3 How many times have you been / been going to India?
4 Have you had / been having your hair cut? It’s looks
great!
5 I’m so tired because I’ve worked / been working a
lot today, and I still haven’t finished.

2

If you’re due 1
(leave) university soon and
feel a little overwhelmed about what’s
2
(happen), don’t worry! With a little
(might not be) quite as scary
planning, it 3
as it sounds.
If you know you definitely 4
(not enjoy)
a graduate job in a big firm, there are other
(be able) to apply for a
options. You 5
postgraduate course as soon as you graduate, and
(also be) in a good place to start
you 6
(not
your own business. You certainly 7
need) a ton of money if you’re offering a service
such as web design or social media inﬂuencing. But
(able) to apply for a bank loan
you may 8
if you want to start, say, an online shop.

Complete the email with the correct form of the verbs
in brackets.
Hey Alex!
How’s life? Things are pretty much the same here,
although I had a pretty terrible day yesterday! I tried
1
(repair) the washing machine myself –
bad idea! It flooded the kitchen. I wanted 2
(save) money by doing it myself but in the end, it cost
me a fortune. Because I was messing about so long
with that, I forgot 3
(go) to my dentist’s
appointment for the third time, so they’ve taken me off
their system. Then I stopped 4
(get) some
shopping on my way back from the gym – I got to the
till and realised I didn’t have my bank card with me. It
was a nightmare!
What else? Oh, I know. Do you remember 5
(go) to that festival where we met Andi and Niamh?
I bumped into them the other week. I was in the park
and they stopped 6
(say) hello. They asked
how you were.

Another possibility is to take a gap year to consider
your future. While you’re travelling, you’re likely
9
(meet) new people and discover more
(give) you new
about the world, which 10
ideas about your future.

5

(see) you in

Speak again soon,
Chris

3

Use the prompts to write sentences using while, whilst
or whereas.
1 enjoy writing stories ✓
a brilliant imagination ✗
2 actually quite shy ✓
love performing on stage ✓
3 can organise other people ✓
organise myself ✗
4 happy to listen to people’s problems ✓
like giving advice ✗
5 enjoy playing football ✗ (never)
enjoy watching it ✓ (always)

Choose the correct word or phrase to complete the
sentences.
1 Only a few / a little / a lack of cheese on my
spaghetti, please!
2 The minority of / lack of / majority of affordable
housing in this country is a real issue.
3 There are some / aren’t any / are little places left
for the Escape Room event, I’m afraid.
4 The majority / minority / plenty of people who live
here have family in the area.
5 Very few / Plenty of / Quite a few people know the
secret ingredient – just me and my father.

The only other thing to report is that I’m thinking of
looking for a new job. My idea is 7
(retrain)
8
as a physiotherapist. I just want
(do)
something more worthwhile with my life.
Anyway, I’m looking forward to 9
September for our holiday!

Complete the article with the correct future form of
the words in brackets.

VOCABULARY
6

Match the personality adjectives in the box with the
descriptions (1–5).
adventurous argumentative
curious rebellious stubborn
1 He was an awful teenager. He refused to do what
he was told and caused trouble instead.
2 It doesn’t matter what we’re talking about, my
brother always seems to disagree.
3 My daughter just loves finding out new things. She’s
always asking questions.
4 She’s already climbed Mount Everest. Apparently,
she’s now planning to trek through the Amazon!
5 It doesn’t matter what you tell him – he won’t
change his mind.

16
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REVIEW
7

8

3 As
, participants that played video
games demonstrated better social skills.
a findings
b predicted
c analysis
4
working on the project have said they
expect to have results by the end of the year.
a Researchers b Findings
c Tech industry
5 The company has said these
will
revolutionise the field of VR.
a analysis
b tech
c findings

Complete the sentences with the adjective form of the
words in brackets.
1 Sofia’s quite an
(experience) skater now
and is entering her first major championship.
2 I’m pretty
(optimist) about the future of
the planet – we’re making great progress.
3 Tonya isn’t a
(rely) employee and often
turns up late or not at all.
4 I’m feeling quite
(emotion) after seeing my
daughter graduate.
5 I’ve never been very
(practice). I can’t even
change a lightbulb!

12

B: Well, as
(predict), it’s taking a long
time. But I’ve done all the 3
(analyse) of
the experiments, so I’ll meet the deadline.
A: Good for you! Do you think you’ll become a fulltime 4
(research) after this?

We have near-perfect
when it comes to
dangerous or threatening things that have happened
to us, but it’s impossible for us to remember every
2
. Over time, we forget things, regardless of
the fact we like to think we have a good 3
.
1

B: I’m not sure. I definitely want to do some kind of
5
(science) work related to my studies,
though. How’s your job?
A: OK. I’ve been offered the opportunity to work
6
(remote) and just go into the oﬃce
once a week, which would really suit me.

While our
memory might work pretty well
soon after acquiring new information, if we don’t make
4

9

10

Choose the correct word or phrase to complete the
sentences.
1 Further
seems to confirm that VR can
have a positive impact on recall.
a analysis
b researchers c findings
2 According to recent data, only twenty percent of
people in the
industry are women.
a smart
b remote
c tech

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.
deserted river bank scenery sunlight woodland
1 The
is so bright, it’s hurting my eyes!
2 Fishing is so boring. You just sit on the
all day, not talking.
3 Urgh! I’m sick of work. I wish I were on a
beach somewhere, lying in the sun.
4 This area of
is made up of hundreds of
different types of trees.
5 The
around here is amazing. I could look
at it for hours.

14

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 This TV series is really tedious / rewarding. I don’t
think I’ll finish it.
2 I think you’re ordinary / unique – there’s no one
else like you!
3 I’m quite modest / harsh. I don’t like to make my
achievements seem better than they are.
4 I’m going to tell you the truth. It might sound
harsh / exhausting, but at least it will be honest.
5 It’s really rewarding / ordinary when I put the
effort in, and achieve something at the end.

Complete the phrasal verbs in the sentences with
about, by, into, of, on or up.
1 I’m really fed
of living in this town – it’s so
boring. Nothing ever happens!
2 I’m quite fond
going to the cinema on
Mondays, when it’s quiet.
3 My brother’s really
futsal. It’s like football,
but with a smaller ball.
4 So, what are you passionate
? Personally, I
love music and fashion.
5 Mum’s not keen
soup – let’s make pasta
for lunch instead.

11

13

Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 Oh, that name slipped my mind / rings a bell! Is she
the one that used to work on reception?
2 I can never remember things like dates. They just go
in one ear and out the other / refresh my memory.
3 Didn’t I leave the keys on the table? My memory is
ringing a bell / playing tricks on me.
4 No, don’t tell me. Hold on, it’s gone in one ear and
out the other / on the tip of my tongue!
5 I know you’ve told me the story before but go on,
refresh my memory / slip my mind.

(research) going?

2

detail

the effort to learn things 5
, we won’t
remember them for long at all, especially if they aren’t
important for our survival.

Complete the conversation with the correct form of
the words in brackets.
A: How’s the 1

Complete the text with the words in the box.
brought by heart childhood
memory recall short-term

1–2

15

Choose the correct meanings for the adjectives.
1 The royal palace is truly magniﬁcent.
a very impressive
b very expensive
2 It’s astonishing how successful the blog has been.
a very exciting
b very surprising
3 Mm, this is the ﬁnest cheese I’ve ever tasted!
a the best
b the softest
4 I love your baby! She must be so precious to you.
a very important
b very expensive
5 What an incredible view! You’re lucky to live here.
a completely impossible
b extremely great
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